
The WireWorks Plus fence system is the new standard in welded wire 

fencing. With this product, Ameristar has a fence solution that will reduce 

dependency on chain link. WireWorks Plus provides unobstructed visibility, 

aesthetics, and security while delivering a value added fencing solution.
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 Commercial Developments
     Parking Facilities
     Self Storage
     Parks & Recreation
     Schools & Universities
     Apartments (Multi-Family)
     Amusement Parks
     Healthcare Facilities
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COMMERCIAL WELDED WIRE STEEL FENCE
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“No-Mar” Polyester Color Coat

Epoxy Powder Coat

Zinc Phosphate

Galvanized Steel

COMMERCIAL WELDED WIRE STEEL FENCE

REINFORCED WELDED WIRE “V” FOLDS

Each WireWorks Plus panel has been designed with a series of architectural “V” folds, 
vital to the overall reinforcement and strength of the welded wire fence system. These 
fence panels are fabricated in a pattern of vertical and horizontal wires that are 
welded at each intersection. The unique design of WireWorks Plus provides strength 
and stability that is unmatched by typical chain link fence.

PERMACOAT ™PROTECTIVE FINISH

Ameristar’s production facilities use a state-of-the-art polyester powder coating system 
that provides a durable and scratch resistant finish.  WireWorks Plus is protected with 
Ameristar’s PermaCoat multi-layer coating process. The combination of these layers 
delivers a system that increases weathering resistance and product durability. The 
Ameristar coating system results in finished surfaces with unmatched performance.

10 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

The family of WireWorks welded steel fencing products are manufactured from the 
highest quality materials by skilled craftsmen to meet the highest standards of 
workmanship in the industry. This is why Ameristar proudly offers a limited 10 year warranty.

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURING

Ameristar is committed to providing products that are manufactured in the USA.  We 
have made significant investments in technology, process improvement, and employee 
training in an effort to secure American jobs and combat inferior import products.  

6ga WIRE PANELS / 3" V-FOLDS  |  2"sq x 16ga & 2.5"sq x 16ga POSTS

Your Distributor of Choice for Vinyl, Steel and Aluminum Products
www.polyvinylc.com

marketing@polyvinylc.com
Corporate: 800-780-3362

Branch (GA,AL,TN,LA): 877-68-FENCE Branch: (NC,SC,VA): 888-PVC-FENCE


